
Maintains a fresh
appearance and
reduces callbacks.

SHERLASTIC advantages

■ Prevents water damage on
interior surfaces

■ Covers & hides hairline
cracks, elongates

■ Easy to apply

■ Resists efflorescence

■ Wide range of colors,
tintable

■ Warrantable on select jobs

The benefits to you

SherLastic is an economical
elastomeric coating designed
for use on masonry and con-
crete construction to prevent
water from penetrating into
building interiors. The flexible
elastic film covers and hides
hairline cracks, making uni-
form pinhole-free jobs easier
and faster to achieve. 
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SherLastic elastomeric coating provides
waterproof protection for a variety of
masonry surfaces.

Protection and value
SherLastic elastomeric coating goes on smoothly
and easily, resulting in a pinhole-free finish with
less labor. The flexible elastic film hides hairline
cracks while protecting interior walls from
water damage. SherLastic offers great-looking
appearance, water protection and value. 

Dependable customer satisfaction
SherLastic is designed to maintain its freshly
coated appearance and reduces callbacks due to
white salt surface staining. It does not trap mois-
ture vapor inside, so it prevents blistering and
failures. A performance warranty is available on
select jobs.

Use SherLastic on all types of commercial or
residential new masonry construction or repaints:
■ Stucco
■ Concrete panel
■ Pre-cast concrete panel
Fast turnaround on custom colors.

A complete system from start to finish
Our comprehensive system of masonry coatings
provides long-term moisture protection and 
lasting appearance. From waterproof coatings,
water repellents and sealants—to primers, fillers
and patching compounds—our exterior and
interior masonry coatings perform on all
substrates, in all types of climate conditions
and environments. 

See the Sherwin-Williams Masonry Coatings
Systems Selection Guide for help in selecting the
right system for your application or contact your
Sherwin-Williams representative. 

Solutions and Service
Sherwin-Williams is your one source for high-
quality coatings, colors, equipment and advice.
You get fast order turnaround, competitive prices
and easy credit terms, plus all the innovations that
make your job easier. With over 2,400 locations,
coast to coast or across town, you’ll benefit from
the powerful distribution and local service that
can only come from Sherwin-Williams. We’ll
help you with on-site delivery, spec assistance,
custom color matching and technical support. To
learn more, visit the Sherwin-Williams location
nearest you, contact your Sherwin-Williams
representative or call 1-800-524-5979 to have a
representative contact you.
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SHERLASTIC
Elastomeric Coating

“Sherwin-Williams has

again developed

another superior high

performance coating.

The breathable

properties inherent in

SherLastic make it a

unique waterproofing

coating. It is a winner in

application, appearance

and durability.”

Kent Timmler

Service Painting Corp.
Menomenee Falls, WI

■

“SherLastic was easily

applied, it has good wet

and dry hide and its

bridging capabilities

were excellent.”

Jerry Carter

Classic Painting & Associates
Las Vegas, NV


